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LLNESS IN THE STORM — LEAVE A COMMENT

ally Liberal) The studies, data, and examination of the

ence by scholars suggest that assault weapon bans or

have little if any e�ect on rates of violent crime and gun

TUDY: Gun Control Laws Won’t Work Because

Their Guns Illegally

sically Liberal, August 17th, 2019

s are unconscionable acts of violence and are the most

bing form of gun violence. In the wake of such

y gun control advocates lambast gun rights supporters

eapons of war” onto the streets of America and not

sponsible gun reform.”

put forth are usually either a ban and/or mandatory

sault weapons,” most of which are more accurately

-automatic ri�es. (“Assault weapon” is a vague term

e to state and can include common pistols and

ending out other attachable accessories.)

tiatives are “common sense” to advocates, if one takes

mine the data and evidence, it becomes abundantly

control in this form will do little to reduce gun violence.
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s database of mass shootings, de�ned as shootings

or more fatalities, shows that between 2007 and 2017,

5 people murdered in such events. When breaking

ootings by the weapons involved, it is revealed that

those victims (253) were murdered by a perpetrator

t weapon (AW), such as an AR-15.

timeframe, FBI annual crime reports show that there

omicides in total, of which 103,901 involved �rearms.

at mass shootings involving AWs constitute 0.17 percent

nt of all homicides and �rearm homicides, respectively.

minate the relative infrequency of mass shootings with

ons,” consider the fact that in 2017, some 1,590 people

d using knives or sharp instruments.

War on Guns: Arming Yourself Against Gun Control

etely e�ective ban/buyback of AWs would have an

ll impact on rates of homicide and gun violence.

ve years, 261 people were murdered with AWs in mass

average rate of 52 murders annually.) At such a rate, it

er 30 years of mass shootings with AWs to produce the

of deaths as one year’s worth of knife murders. (It

5 years’ worth of mass shootings with AWs to produce

hs that handgun homicides did in 2017.)

even a completely e�ective ban/buyback of AWs

incredibly small impact on rates of homicide and gun

hen there is always the probability that people intent

mass violence will substitute AWs with other available

thods of destruction (such as homemade explosives.)

es �nd no evidence assault
n bans reduce homicide
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retical reasons to doubt the e�ectiveness of a ban or

sault weapons, but it also doesn’t help that real-world

ests these measures fail to produce reductions in gun

Department of Justice study found no evidence that

ad any e�ect on gun violence.

and 2004, the federal government banned the

sale, or transfer of assault weapons and large-capacity

subsequent Department of Justice study found no

the ban had had any e�ect on gun violence and stated

be renewed, the ban’s e�ects on gun violence are likely

best and perhaps too small for reliable measurement.”

published this year in the Journal of General Internal

mined state gun control policies and found no

ni�cant relationship between assault weapon or large-

zine bans and homicide rates. A Journal of the

ical Association (JAMA) study came to the same

alia doesn’t prove gun
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on�scated certain types of �rearms, including assault

tudy on the matter found no statistically signi�cant

trend of the country’s �rearm homicide rate following

age. The authors also noted that the decline in �rearm

ban could not clearly be attributed to gun control since

icides fell by an even greater magnitude.

e is inconclusive evidence of
weapons bans on mass
gs

RAND Corporation released an extensive

sis of available evidence on gun control measures and

e to various crime outcomes. Regarding the e�ect of

ns bans on mass shootings, they determined the

“inconclusive.”

President Bill Clinton claimed the 1994-2004 federal

ns ban was associated with reduced mass

tifact rated that claim as “half-true,” noting that “the

emains unclear.”
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ones’s data on mass shootings, I constructed the

above. Prior to the ban, on average �ve people were

ault weapons in mass shootings per year. During the

ber went slightly down to four. Post-ban, it rose to 22.

s with assault weapons didn’t rise until 2012—eight

ban ended.

tings with assault weapons didn’t rise until 2012—eight

ban ended. In the seven years after the ban, there was

e of four people killed in mass shootings with assault

ear.

that the pre-ban period and the seven years after the

tially the same rate of mass shooting deaths with

ns, it is hard to prove that the ban had any e�ect on

s.
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ism

lusion
ata, and examination of the available evidence by

est that assault weapons bans or buybacks will have

ct on rates of violent crime and gun violence. There

o relationship between these gun control measures

s in �rearm homicide or suicide, and there doesn’t

ny clear evidence they reduce mass shootings.
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e employ many manipulation tactics to maintain their

e of manufactured or real tragedies often provides the

shing their control agenda. Part of that agenda is the

weapons and arms, so as to ensure the people cannot

elves from the state. Gun control proposals are

solution to gun violence but are in fact ine�ective

ual criminals from procuring weapons. Thus, the

bout reducing violent crime—it’s about disarming the

n more draconian and autocratic policies can be

preceding information is a story that reveals this agenda

ece providing substantive evidence for the disarming of

the Deep State. In order to gain true freedom, we must

my. While spiritually, we’re all brothers and sisters; in life,

our brethren are easily misled into acting as agents of

avery, mainly due to their inability to discern properly

ally. The war for freedom, truth, and goodness is

earts and minds of men and women, on the battle�eld

ess, with ideas being the weapons of war and defense.

g how and why your values for life and justice can be

gainst you is vitally important so as to avoid enacting

estroy justice instead of exalting it. But with the power

ing and discernment in hand, you can not only see

ve agendas for what they are, but you can also actually

m, gaining the strategic information needed to work

dom-minded individuals for the restoration of truth,

osperity for all people.

– Justin

to make sense of this? Want to learn how to discern

d this essential guide to discernment, analysis of

derstanding the truth in a world of deception: 4 Key

rnment – Advanced Truth-Seeking Tools.
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